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Abstract
This paper presents the underlying theory for a process calculus featuring process
creation and sequential composition instead of the more usual parallel composition
and action prexing in a setting where mobility is achieved by communicating chan
nel names We discuss the questions of scope and name binding raised by the inter
action of mobility and sequential composition Substitution of names is integrated
as a syntactic operator in the calculus We present an axiomatic theory for the
calculus and show its soundness and completeness wrt bisimulation equivalence
Keywords Process Algebra Mobility Sequential Composition Process Creation
 Introduction
Reactive and distributed systems are of increasing importance in theory and
practice of computer science These systems can be described by three charac
teristics structure behaviour and data For the specication of the rst two
aspects the formalism of process algebras 	
 is widely used Process
algebras provide a powerful theory on behavioural preorders and equivalences
and allow for formal reasoning on correctness issues but usually they are
weaker on the treatment of data In order to include the data aspect into
system specications in the recent years languages like Concurrent ML 
Facile  and ProFun  have been developed which combine the paradigms
of process algebras and functional programming languages
The semantic treatment of such concurrent functional languages is not ob
vious some approaches are described in 
 In this paper we investigate

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a direct process algebraic formalisation we present a calculus that can be
used as a semantic foundation for the language ProFun This calculus has
to deal with higherorder features because ProFun like CML and Facile al
lows dynamic change of the linkage structure of systems For this purpose
adopting the ideas of the calculus see  we dene a communication
mechanism where in particular channel names are passed in communication
actions Sangiorgi has shown that this provides all the necessary expressive
power for higherorder programming 
In process algebras like the calculus concurrency is usually realised by a
binary operator tju which represents the parallel composition of the processes
t and u On the other hand the concurrent functional languages mentioned
above rather rely on a unary operator to create or spawn a new process
which then runs concurrently to the remainder of the program
Process creation is used in combination with an operator for the sequential
composition of subprograms which again is in contrast to in fact a general
isation of the action prex operator seen in most process algebras It turns
out that especially the combination of communication and sequential compo
sition introduces nontrivial questions of variable scope which we solve in this
paper by distinguishing between the binding and scoping of variables
Independent interest in sequential composition exists from the area of ac
tion renement  see eg  Action renement allows for the stepwise
construction of reactive systems Single communication actions are replaced
by process terms which describe the behaviour of these actions in more detail
The notion of action renement in its syntactic interpretation as substitution
within terms calls for sequential composition rather than action prexing For
example if in a term ab the action a should be rened by a term t there
is no obvious way to denote the resulting behaviour tb without resorting to
sequential composition
The interaction of process creation and sequential composition in the set
ting of process algebra has been studied before by Baeten and Vaandrager in
 and by Havelund and Larsen in  Only the latter address higher or
der features as well also through name passing Their solution to the scoping
problem however is quite restrictive since they essentially return to action
prexing for input actions which implies all terms that raise scoping questions
are a priori ruled out A more detailed comparison of the various approaches
is given in the conclusions
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows rst we introduce
in Section  the basic calculus containing communication but no mobility
we give an operational semantics and a complete axiomatisation for nite
terms The full calculus extending the basic calculus with the possibility to
communicate channel names is presented in Section  again with operational
and axiomatic treatment As was to be expected the axiomatics of the full
calculus are more involved than for the basic case in fact we encounter some
wellknown problems from the calculus Finally Section  compares the

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approaches mentioned above and contains some concluding remarks The
proofs of the theorems and propositions can be found in the full version of
this paper 
 The Basic Calculus
In this chapter we introduce the basic calculus In contrast to the full cal
culus it does not allow parameter passing during communication or process
invocation
Syntax and operational semantics
Similar to CCS 
 we consider communication to be a synchronous ac
tion between two processes which can perform corresponding communication
actions We assume a countable set C of channel names ranged over by abc
A channel a can be used either for input denoted a or for output denoted
a We sometimes use y to as a metavariable denoting either   or 
The set of communication actions is denoted A  fay j a  Cg ranged over
by   We represent internal behaviour by    where   C is a special
channel which may not otherwise occur N  ranged over by n n

 is a set of
process names The basic calculus of this section B ranged over by t u v is
dened through the following grammar
t  j g j spawnt j a  t j t t 
g  j g  g j a  g j g t j t g j n j  
We distinguish between guarded terms g and nonguarded terms t where
the former start with an action before they may terminate  denotes a suc
cessfully terminated term  the inactive process spawnt creates a new
process which performs t concurrently to the spawning term a  t restricts
the execution of t to the actions in Anfa ag  is the guarded choice oper
ator which is resolved by the execution of one of its alternatives t u denotes
the sequential composition of t and u ie u can perform actions when t has
terminated A process name n  N is interpreted by a function 	  N  B
n denotes a process call of 	n The unfolding of the denition will accompa
nied by an internal action hence such a call is guarded For syntactical con
venience we assume that  has a higher priority than  for instance a b c
is a  b c Furthermore we assume sequential composition to be right
associative ie t u v is t u v
Now we dene the operational semantics of the basic calculus For this
purpose we use the general notion of a labelled transition system 
 extended
with a predicate to denote the successful termination of a state
Denition  A labelled Xtransition system is a tuple hL SXi where

L is a label set

S is a set of states

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Fig  Transition rules for the basic calculus

  SLS is a transition relation whose elements are denoted s

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s



X  S is a termination predicate such that s  X and s



s

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
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Transition systems are ranged over by T U  For the calculus presented
above we have L  A and S  B The termination and transition predicates
are dened through operational rules in Figure 
The termination predicate extends the usual notion in that terminated
terms may at the same time still perform actions namely if they are spawned
o as parallel processes A similar approach is seen in  Note that we
need no rule for the termination of choice since the restriction to guarded
choice guarantees that in t  u neither t nor u can be terminated This
simplies matters greatly and is in fact precisely the reason for the restriction
to guarded choice Since there appears to be growing consensus that guarded
choice suces in practical applications of process calculi our restriction seems
quite reasonable
With respect to sequential composition the standard operational rules are
as follows cf 
t



t

t u



t

 u
tX u



u

t u



u

In our setup the rst rule is ne but the second one is not since it discards the
rst operand In the case where the rst operand equals spawnt for some
t this is not the desired behaviour rather spawnt should still be there in
the target term In general if the rst operand is terminated the sequential
composition behaves very much like standard parallel composition This is
indeed our intuition in fact we also allow communication between spawnt
and u in spawnt u
Apart from sequential composition there is only one unusual rule in our
semantics namely the one for recursion which species an internal step to

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perform the unfolding of a process call into its body Our new approach to
sequential composition is realised in the rule R

for spawn and the three rules
R

 R

and R
	
for sequential composition In particular R
	
expresses com
munication If a process term t is terminated but may also perform an action
 it is clear that t must contain a term of the form spawnt

 If u is able
to perform the corresponding action  such that f g  fa ag implying
that  and  specify input and output over the same channel communication
is possible Consider the following example

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
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The operational semantics generates a Xtransition system In particular
the condition regarding the persistency of termination is satised
Proposition  hABXi is a Xtransition system
Bisimulation and Axiomatisation
We dene a notion of process equivalence which is based on the concept
of bisimulation 
 Two processes are called bisimilar if it is not possible for
an external observer to distinguish between their behaviours We will treat
the internal action  just like any other action This leads to a rather strict
equivalence which is called strong bisimulation
Denition  Let T be a Xtransition system A symmetrical relation R 
S  S is called a bisimulation relation if for all s

 s

  R

if s




s


then s




s


such that s


 s


  R

if s

X then s

X
s

 s

 S are called bisimilar denoted s


B
s

 if s

 s

  R for some
bisimulation relation R
The only nonstandard part is the condition on the termination predicates
which is necessary to ensure congruence Without this condition we would
have spawna 
B
a but these terms generate dierent behaviour in the
context of sequential composition for instance spawna b

b


spawna 
whereas a b 

b



In particular t 
B
u i the correspondingXtransition systems see Propo
sition  are bisimilar We establish that 
B
is a congruence wrt the
operators of our calculus For this purpose rather than giving a direct proof
we derive the result from existing metatheory It has been shown that if the
rules of the operational semantics are compatible with certain formats we are
able to establish properties of this semantics A typical property which can be

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Fig  Axioms of the basic calculus
spawn   
spawnspawnt  spawnt 
Fig  Derived equations
proved in this way is the congruence of equivalence relations  Because of
the occurrence of the predicate X in our rules we have to use the path format
 which allows the use of predicates It is easy to verify that all the rules in
Figure  satisfy the conditions for the path format so strong bisimulation is
a congruence for our calculus
Theorem  
B
is a congruence over the basic calculus
In Figure  we give a set AX
B
of axioms for the axiomatisation of 
B

Examples for derived equations are given in Figure 
Theorem  The theory AX
B
is sound with respect to 
B

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We denote the nite fragment of B ie without the recursion operator
by B
f in
 For the proof of completeness it is useful to dene normal forms of
terms Therefore we use the sum notation for a more concise representation
of choice operators if I  fi

     i
n
g then
P
iI
t
i
 t
i

   t
i
n
 where
P
i
t
i
equals  and
P
ifxg
t
i
equals t
x
 This is a valid notation because of
Eqs 

Denition  A term t  B
f in
is in basic normal form if t is a term in N 
N 
X
iI

i
N
i
j spawnB B 
X
iI

i
B
i
A term is in simple basic normal form if it is a term in B
Normal form terms do not contain nested spawn applications hence for
instance the term spawna spawnb  c spawnd e is not in normal
form use only action prex and no restriction operators This means that
basic normal form terms abstract from the individual spawnapplications and
just describe the possible interleaving sequences of actions a term can perform
For instance a term  has the basic normal form  spawn For example
by the expansion law Equation  and other axioms it can be deduced that
spawna spawnb  c spawnd c  a b c  c spawnb
c d c  c spawnd  c spawna b  c d    spawnd
Theorem 	 For all t  B
f in
 there is an u  B
f in
in basic normal form
such that t 
B
u
With the existence of a normal form of each term t  B
f in
 we can deduce a
completeness result of AX
B
for nite process terms ie terms not containing
process calls
Theorem 
 The theory AX
B
is complete for 
B
on the nite fragment B
f in
of B
 The Full Calculus
We now extend the basic calculus with mobility in the fashion of the calculus
It turns out that due to the presence of sequential composition in the language
some of the assumptions underlying the calculus have to be reconsidered
The basic question is one of binding and scope For instance in the term
t

 xy yz zy the second occurrence of y is clearly bound by the rst but
what about the third Since we want to preserve associativity of sequential
composition the answer is immediate in xy yz zy both of the latter ys
are bound by the rst hence this must be the case in t

as well
As a further step consider t

 xz  yz za Here it is not uniquely
determined what the binding occurrence of the latter z is depending on how
the choice is resolved it could be either of the rst two zs One might argue

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that terms with this property should be disallowed however we feel that t

is
a typical example why sequential composition is considered practically useful
Since sequential composition rightdistributes over choice t

is equivalent to
t


 xz zayz za however t


does not immediately convey the fact that
the choice operands dier only in the rst action In fact it turns out that
terms like t

pose no essential complication in the theory
In terms such as t

 xyxz za the question whether the second z is
bound at all appears to depend on the resolution of the choice However the
property of unique binding a variable receives a value only once is necessary
for a smooth formalisation of the semantics therefore every variable should
be either bound or free in a given term For this reason we say that in the
left hand operand of the subterm xy  xz of t

 z is implicitly bound viz
to itself
A further complication also due to sequential composition lies in the
notion of syntactic substitution which is the basic mechanism for replacing
variables by values in the calculus In our calculus the scope of a bound
variable is in general unlimited except when explicitly restricted For instance
xy binds y in all subsequent subterms as long as no explicit scope restriction
is given it will always be possible to sequentially append further ycontaining
terms This is in contrast to the action prex term xy t where y is only
valid within the given term t As a consequence in our calculus it is not
immediately clear where to apply substitution
Restriction
We solve these problems by distinguishing between variable binding and
scoping A variable x can be bound explicitly through a receive action ax
or implicitly corresponding to the dynamic generation of a new channel Scope
restriction is denoted x  t as before As mentioned above we keep to the
declarative principle that a variable is bound ie receives a value only once
in its lifetime On the other hand it is also restricted only once in its lifetime
The operator x  t has twofold eect First it restricts the scope of x to
the term t Second it inuences the syntax of the context of t because in a
term t

 u x  t v the name x must not occur in u or v otherwise the t

would not be wellformed see below
With respect to the scoping aspects of restriction a phenomenon occurs
in the operational semantics that is known from the calculus the scope of
a channel name can change during the lifetime of a system The situation
that a channel name becomes known outside its original scope is called scope
extrusion It is reected by a syntactic change the restriction operator disap
pears and is subsequently reapplied to a superterm of its original operand
For a proper treatment of this phenomenon we rely on a notion of restricted
names corresponding to the calculus bound names For every channel
name a  C we assume a restricted name 
a We dene


C  f
a j a  Cg and
use  	 to range over C 	


C For every   C 	


C combining restricted and
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unrestricted channels r

 fa j 
a  g denotes the restriction content of 
and c

  
 C 	 r

denotes the original channel names in 
Summarising we have three kinds of variable occurrence variables can be
free visible and unassigned bound visible but with an assigned though
as yet unknown value and restricted invisible Binding occurs implicitly
when restricting a nonbound variable and when specifying a choice between
operands with distinct sets of bound variables Implicit binding always gen
erates a fresh value which is syntactically indicated by the variable name
itself
Syntactic substitution
We need a way to connect concrete values to variables Again following
the ideas of the calculus we use a notion of substitution for this purpose
However as discussed above the scoping aspects of sequential composition
require a more sophisticated approach than the case of action prexing in
fact we need a form of delayed substitution which is stored for future use
For this purpose we introduce substitutions as part of the syntax of our
calculus
In general substitution will be nite sets 
  fx

L	

     x
m
L	
m
g where
x
i
 C and 	
i
 C 	


C such that x
i
 c

i
 x
i
 x
j
and c

i
 x
j
for all distinct
i j hence 
 is onetoone with disjoint domain and range and c

i
 c

j
implies 	
i
 	
j
hence images with the same channel name have the same
restriction content We write dom
  fx

     x
m
g for the domain of 

rng 
  f	

     	
m
g for its range 
x
i
  	
i
for all   i  m which
is welldened due to the above requirements on 
 and 
x  x for all
x  dom
 hence 
 may be considered as a function C  C 	


C The class
of substitutions is denoted S
A substitution 
 indicates that all x  dom
 are to be bound to the corre
sponding channel c
x
 while at the same time r
x
is to be restricted to deal
with scope extrusion We dene the following constructions on substitutions

  a fx a j x 
a  
g 	 fx 	  
 j a  c

g

  a fx 
a j x a  
g 	 fx 	  
 j x  a  c

g



 


 fx 


	 j x 	  


g 	 fx 	  


j x  dom


g

  a frees the image a in 
 ie changes it from restricted to unrestricted
the dual construction 
  a changes it into restricted and also removes a from
dom
 if it was there Finally 





is the composition of the substitutions
considered as partial functions

 is called free that is nonrestricted if rng 
  C Free substitutions are
used as explicit language constants nonfree substitutions only occur as part
of the semantics We sometimes write a free 
  fx

La

     x
m
La
m
g as xLa
where the x and a represent vectors of channels corresponding to x

  x
m
and
a

  a
m
 respectively fxg  fx

     x
m
g denotes the set of elements of the
vector x the empty vector is denoted  We also write 
y with the obvious
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meaning
The problems of scope and binding are aggravated by the introduction of
syntactic substitution because in combination with restriction and sequential
composition it gives rise to a new form of scope extrusion which could be
called forward extrusion in contrast to the known parallel extrusion through
communication For instance the term a  fxLag t xb expresses that all x
are to be replaced by a including the last x which is outside the arestriction
hence a becomes known outside its scope Rather than giving a  t fxLag xb
as the result of this substitution we extend the restriction to cover xb ie
the result of the substitution is equivalent to a  fxLag t xb
The full calculus
denoted F  is generated by the following grammar
t   j 
 j g j spawnt j x  t j t t 
g   j g  g j x  g j g t j t g j nx j xx j xx j xx 
As before t stands for an arbitrary term and g for a guarded term x stands
for a channel variable and 
 for a free substitution Note that restricted
channel names cannot occur anywhere in the syntax ab corresponds to
the matching operator of the calculus if a  b then it is equivalent to  
otherwise to  We sometimes use x  t to abbreviate x

 x

    x
m

t    The process environment 	 is assumed to consist of rules of the
form nx  t where x is a vector of formal parameters Such rules are
interpreted up to conversion meaning that the names in x as well as other
variable names local to t can be replaced by arbitrary dierent names This
is necessary because semantically a process call na is treated by inlining
a substitution instance of its body t this could give rise to a nonwellformed
term see below if variable names in t cannot be chosen at will

Wellformed terms
Not all terms of F are acceptable for instance as discussed above we want
unique binding of variables More precisely we want the following informal
properties to be satised

No variable is bound sequentially after it occurs free

Variables bound within a spawn or process denition should be restricted
to that scope This condition ensures the locality of binding

Restricted variables may not occur outside their scope
This is formalised using the concepts of free bound and restricted variables of
a term t dened in Figure  as f vt bvt and rvt respectively We also
use vart  f vt 	 bvt 	 rvt

Note that conversion is dierent from the notion of substitution regarded here since
the former also replaces restricting and binding occurrences of variables
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t f vt bvt rvt
   
   

 dom
 	 rng 
  
na fag  
xy fx yg  
xy fxg fyg 
xy fx yg  
u v f vu n bvv 	 f vv n bvu bvu 	 bvv rvu 	 rvv
x  u f vu n fxg bvu n fxg rvu 	 fxg
spawnu f vu  rvu
u v f vu 	 f vv n bvu bvu 	 bvv rvu 	 rvv
Fig  Free bound and restricted variables
Example  Consider the term t  ba  ac In the left hand operand
a is bound by communication With the rules for choice we can deduce that
f vt  fb cg and bvt  fag therefore a is implicitly bound in the right
hand operand its value is assumed to be a itself a is even bound implicitly in
terms like ba cd where it does not occur in the other alternative Implicit
binding also takes place in restriction operators in t  a  xa the name a
is bound implicitly because it does not occur free in t
The purpose of this denition is to restrict the set of allowable terms in
the remainder we will assume that the following conditions are satised

for all terms x  t x  rvt

for all terms t u rvt 
 varu  vart 
 bvu 	 rvu  

for all terms spawnt bvt  

for all denitions 	nx  t bvt   and f vt  fx

     x
m
g
The rst two conditions ensure that each name is restricted at most once The
third condition demands that each name bound in a spawned process must
be restricted The fourth condition ensures that in a process denition all
bound names have to be restricted as well and the free names have to be
a subset of the parameters The latter two conditions realise the concept of
locality known from programming languages ie names should be restricted
to the subterm in which they are bound Terms satisfying the conditions are
called wellformed In the remainder of the paper we implicitly restrict to
wellformed terms unless stated otherwise

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 t  t 
t   t 
tu v  t u v 
x  y  t  y  x  t 
t x  u  x  tu 

x  tu  x  tu 
x  t fxLag  t 
   


   


xyy  xyy 
 xy  xy 
nx  nx 
 spawnt  spawn t 
 t u   t u 
Fig  Structural equivalence
Example  The following terms are not wellformed a  ab ac ba ca
spawnab a  ba  ac 	  nx  ax
Structural equivalence
The eect of substitution is not expressed operationally Instead we adapt
the idea of a structural equivalence proposed for another purpose by Milner
in  to capture the eect of substitution  is dened as the smallest
congruence satisfying the equations in Figure 
Note that the restriction to wellformed terms drastically limits the ap
plicability of the structural equivalence axioms For instance by applying
 we can derive b x  ac xb xc  ac x  b  xb xc but
not x  b  xb xc  x b  xb xc since the latter term is not well
formed On the other hand the axioms can always be applied from left to
right in which case they precisely describe the principle of scope extrusion
The precise technical requirement for structural equivalence lies in a special
syntactic form that all terms can be rewritten to
Denition  A term is in structural normal form snf if it equals x 
t

     t
n
 
 for some n   where fxg 
 dom
   and for all   i  n t
i
equals one of the following

ab ab xy na  or 

spawnt

i
 where t

i
is in snf

P
kK
i
u
k
where jK
i
j   and for all k  K
i
 u
k
is in snf
We then have the following property
Proposition  For every t  F  there is a unique u  t with u in snf
Termination
We have seen above that the eect of substitution is not constricted to the
term currently in question but may also extend to its context in particular to
sequentially appended terms Furthermore the eect of substitution may be
modied by scope extrusion For instance the term a  fxLag not only has

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the substitution xLa that may carry over to the right as in a  fxLag bx
but also the restricted name a that may escape its current scope by this means
Operationally we deal with this eect by adapting the termination predi
cate so that it records additional information about the residual of a termi
nated term consisting of the remaining substitution and the resultant scope
extrusion Residuals are modelled as nonfree substitution functions For
the full calculus therefore termination will be modelled by an indexed predi
cate X

 where 
 is a substitution and r
rng 
expresses which of the 
images
are scopeextruded by substitution For instance a  fxLagX
fxLag
 X

is
abbreviated to X The rules of termination are listed in Figure 	
Operational semantics
The transition rules for the full calculus extend those of the basic calculus
with channel parameters Transition labels are the following

ab output of value b over channel a

a


b output of a fresh value b over a called restricted output

ax input of a value over channel a to be assigned to the variable x

a
x restricted input over a to be assigned to the local variable x
Again internal action labels are treated as a special case of output   
where   bvt 	 rvt for all terms t The set of transition labels is denoted
L ranged over by   Restricted input and output are generated when input
or output actions occur within a scope restriction
The denition of a transition system has to be adapted to the extended
termination predicate and transition labels Namely if s

ay

b


s

and s is
terminated with residual substitution 
 then s

is terminated too such that
in the corresponding residual the bimages of 
 are freed by scope extrusion
see also rule R


Denition  An extended Xtransition system is a tuple hL SXi where
X SS is a termination relation such that if sX

and s

ay


s

then s

X
c


The operational rules for the choice and spawn operators and the non
communication rules of sequential composition are unchanged and omitted
here For the other operators the rules are given in Figure 	 Some comments
on the operational rules are in order

The rule R

for recursion inserts a substitution in front of the term 	n
which replaces the formal parameters by the current names in the process
call Additionally the formal parameters are restricted to the term t to
ensure their locality

The rule R

for communication combines a number of features Two labels
 and  can communicate if and only if f g  fa	 ag for some a 	 
this results in a syntactic substitution c

Lc

which implements the transfer
of a data value ie a channel name and a potential restriction of r
fg

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X
T

spawntX
T


X

T

tX

t
uX

u
t uX

t

u
T

tX

a  tX
a
T
	
ab

a
b



R

ax

ax



R

aa




R

	nx  t
na



x  xLa t
R

t

ay

t

a  b  c

b  t

ay

b  t


R

t

ayb

t

a  b
b  t

ay

b

t

R

tX t



t

u



u

f g  fa	 ag
t u



r
fg
 fc

Lc

g t

 u


R

u  t t



t

t

 u

u



u

R

Fig 	 Transition rules for the full calculus
 r

	 r

 which implements scope extrusion Note that r

is nonempty
i a	 is a restricted output and r

i a a restricted input
The communication rule corresponds to late binding For instance we
can derive
x  ax xb

ax

 xb
after which a value for x presumably generated by communication can be
instantiated later through substitution
spawnac x  ax xb



x  fxLcg spawn  xb
 x  cb fxLcg  cb
the equation spawn   is known from the basic calculus

A crucial rule is R

 which lifts the transition relation modulo structural
equivalence This allows us to shift all substitutions out of the way before
computing the transitions
Note that the rules R

and R

for sequential composition and commu
nication demand the rst operand to full the predicate X

 Therefore in
terms t u with tX

 
   the actions of u can only occur after 
 has been
applied to u by the rules of structural equivalence This mechanism prevents
nondeterminism caused by the application sequence of structural equivalence
and transition rules
Example  Consider the process denition 	nx y  a  xa ya
Note that the variable a which is bound in the body must be restricted oth
erwise the term would not be wellformed A process call gives rise to the

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following behaviour
nb c bc



x y  fxLb yLcg a  xa ya bc  x y a  ba fxLb yLcg ya bc

ba

x y   fxLb yLcg ya bc  x y  ca fxLb yLcg bc

c
a

x y   fxLb yLcg bc  bc

b
c



Proposition 	 hLF Xi is an extended Xtransition system
Bisimulation and axiomatisation
Bisimulation is adapted to the extended termination predicate as follows
Denition 
 Let T be an extended Xtransition system A symmetrical
relation R  S  S is called a bisimulation relation if for all s

 s

  R

if s




s


then s




s


such that s


 s


  R

s

X

then s

X


s

 s

 S are called bisimilar denoted s

	

F
s

 if s

 s

  R for some
bisimulation relation R
Example  The terms  and faLbg are not bisimilar on the other hand
for instance fbLcg spawnab cd
	

F
ac cd cd spawnac fbLcg
Since we use structural equivalence we can no longer rely on SOS theory
to prove congruence Still we have the following result
Theorem 

	

F
is congruent for spawn restriction and choice and in the rst operand
of sequential composition

if x  
 t
	

F
x  
 u for all 
  S then v t
	

F
v u for all v  F 

t
	

F
u implies  t
	

F
 u for all   L
The lack of congruence in the second operand of sequential composition is
wellknown from the calculus For instance if t  spawnxa yb and u 
xa yb yb spawnxa then t
	

F
u but fxLyg t 
	

F
fxLyg u If we adapt
the equational proof rule for congruence correspondingly then we can give
a limited completeness result for
	

F
 For this purpose we dene the theory
AX
F
to consist of the 
B
axioms of Figure  except for the restriction axioms
the recursion axiom and the expansion law combined with the equations in
Figure 
The expansion law for F   is very similar to the one for the basic
calculus  In the case of communication the  is replaced by a matching
operator which expresses that the channels are equal so communication may
take place An explicit  to model the communication is not necessary because

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x  t  t if x  vart 
x  t u  x  t  x  u 
x  xyy t   
x  xy t   
x  spawnt  spawnx  t 
spawn
   
na    x  xLa t 	nx  t 
xy  yx 
xx   
xy   if x  y 
   
if t 
X
iI

i
 t
i
and u 
X
kK

k
 u
k

then spawnt u 
X
iI

i
 spawnt
i
 u
X
kK

k
 spawnt u
k

X
f
i

k
gfx
ayzg
xy fzLag spawnt
i
 u
k
Fig 
 The theory AX
F
for the full calculus F 
successful matching equals   In contrast to  we do not need to consider
restricted in or output in the expansion law because with the help of 
and  it is always possible to expand a restriction to both communication
partners before the communication takes place
Theorem  The theory AX
F
is sound with respect to
	

F

To obtain congruence we have to require bisimilarity over all substitutions
Denition  Two terms t and u are congruent written t 
F
u i	

  S  x  
 t
	

F
x  
 u
Let AX

F
denote the theory AX
F
without axiom 
Theorem  The theory AX

F
is sound with respect to 
F

We denote the nite fragment of F by F
f in
 Furthermore for syntactical
convenience we extend the notation    for actions to matching operators
The completeness result once more relies on a normal form
Denition  A term t  F
f in
is in full normal form fnf if t is a term
in N in the following grammar
N 
P
iI

i
N
i

P
jJ
x
j
 y
j
yx
j
N
j
 j x  spawnB 

B 
P
iI

i
B
i

P
jJ
x
j
 y
j
yx
j
B
j

where x
j
 y
j
and fxg  rng 

In contrast to the basic normal forms in Denition 	 the full normal
	
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forms may contain restrictions This is necessary to capture restricted in and
output eg in a  ba Note that the restriction operator is placed directly
before the action with the rst occurrence of the restricted channel and ranges
until the end of the term For instance the normal form of a  bc da ef is
bc a  da ef Substitutions occur only at the end of terms because we are
able to shift them through a term by structural equivalence This trailing sub
stitution may be still restricted because in terms like a  spawnya fxLag
the restriction cannot be removed Note that either the trailing substitution
andor the corresponding restriction may be empty Terms like  
 are in
normal form because they are equal to    spawn 

Theorem  For all t  F
f in
 there is an u  F
f in
in full normal form
such that t 
F
u
With Theorem  we can derive the following completeness result for the
theory AX
F

Theorem  In an equational derivation system not including a congru
ence rule for the second operand of sequential composition the theory AX
F
is
complete for
	

F
over the nite fragment F
f in
of F 
Parrow and Sangiorgi in  give a corresponding complete axiomatisa
tion for congruence which relies on a more general form of conditional than
that provided by the matching operator we conjecture that an appropriate
adaptation of their solution will yield a complete axiomatisation for 
F

 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a direct process algebraic formalisation of operators for pro
cess creation and sequential composition integrated them in a namepassing
calculus and provided this calculus with operational and axiomatic semantics
We now discuss some similar investigations in the literature
An early formalisation of an operator for process creation is given by
Baeten and Vaandrager  in the setting of ACP  of which sequential
composition has always been an integral part Our basic calculus B is quite
similar to their solution except that they rely on an auxiliary asymmetric
parallel composition dj such that t dju in their calculus precisely corresponds
to our spawnt u Furthermore they have a slightly dierent treatment of
termination due to which they do not need to restrict to guarded choice
However they do not consider mobility
Another existing approach along the same lines as ours is the fork calculus
of Havelund and Larsen  extended to the calculus in  they too de
velop a calculus with process creation sequential composition and name pass
ing They give a twolevel semantics the rst level models the local behaviour
of a single process the second the global systems behaviour as a multiset of
processes The latter eectively corresponds to parallel composition restricted

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to the outermost level this can again be regarded as an auxiliary operator
The calculus extension allows name passing in calculus style just as our
full calculus F  however sequential composition is once more restricted to
action prexing at least for input actions ie the binding constructors In
this way at the cost of severely restricting the use of sequential composition
the calculus avoids the problems we have solved by distinguishing between
binding and scoping and introducing substitution as a syntactic construct
The work reported here is part of an ongoing project investigating methods for
the design of reactive systems We are planning to develop a design method
ology which allows for a topdown design of systems based on the language
ProFun  The calculus presented in this paper has been developed as a basis
for reasoning about the behaviour aspects of ProFun programs
As a next step in order to reect all aspects of ProFun we aim to integrate
data into the calculus We are planning to consider names as a representation
for functional expressions and identiers for instance the function application f

  will be a valid name and the declaration x  f  can be translated directly
into the substitution fxLf  g We claim that this treatment of expressions
easily allows for realising eager and lazy evaluation semantics Channel values
will be represented by a specic data type The introduction of substitution as
a syntactic operator simplies the operational semantics of the calculus with
data because there is no need for semantic environments to reect bindings
cf 	
Furthermore the approach of topdown design has to provide mechanisms
for the stepwise renement of reactive systems Therefore we are planning to
adapt techniques for action renement for our calculus as mentioned before
this has been another major reason for investigating sequential composition
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